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Abstract
Spatially Squeezed Surround Audio Coding (sJAC)
has been previously proposed as an efficient approach
to multi-channel spatial audio coding with
stereo/mono backward compatibility. This paper
presents a binaural reproduction scheme that exploits
source localisation information in the S3AC squeezed
soundjield or S3AC cues to simulate surround audio
scene over headphones. The approach utilises
interpolated HRTFs to bring the S3AC advantages of
accurate, localised sound sources to stereo headphone
systems. The integration of the HRTF approach to
reproduction also exploits human localisation ability
to reduce interpolation complexity. Subjective
experiments demonstrate that accurate localisation is
achieved from binaural, interpolated HRTF playback
when compared to multi-channel playback.

1. Introduction
Reproduction of surround auditory scenes has been
an area of great interest for decades. For both speaker
and headphone reproduction systems, the goal is to
provide the listener a virtual sound scene with realistic
sound source localisation experience.
While the
transmission and reproduction of surround sound
normally requires a number of full bandwidth audio
channels (e.g. lTV 5. I-channel signal [1] and
Ambisonics [2]), significant research has been
performed on either efficient compression of the
original multi-channel audio signals for multi-speaker
reproduction [3] or transformation of the soundfield
into binaural information for localised headphone
playback [4]. These two approaches can be linked by
the transaural system described in [5] but additional
complexity is required.
Recent development of multi-channel audio coding
approaches, e.g. MPEG Surround (MPS) [6], has
achieved
stereo/mono
backward
compatible
compression of spatial audio signals in which the
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transmission bit-rate is independent of the number of
original channels. In such an approach, a stereo/mono
downmix is created from the summation of original
channels while the arithmetic relationships (also called
spatial cues) between different channels (including
level difference, phase difference and coherence) are
exploited and transmitted as side information. The
surround scene is then recovered on the basis of the
downmix and the spatial cues. Binaural rendering has
also been introduced into MPS [7], but additional
complexity is introduced for driving proper HRTF pair
from MPS cues, where inter-channel difference has to
be translated into binaural difference.
Spatially Squeezed Surround Audio Coding (S3AC)
is a novel approach to spatial audio coding introduced
by the authors in [8]. Rather than exploiting the interchannel mathematical redundancy as in MPS, S3AC
exploits perceptual localisation redundancy [8, 9]. In
the frequency domain, S3AC analyses the sound field,
represented by either multi-channel audio signals (e.g.
lTV 5.1 [8]) or a microphone recording (e.g.
Ambisonics [10]), to identify virtual sound sources and
their location (in general, one virtual source is
identified or generated for each frequency band). The
S3AC spatial squeezing process is then used to
represent the original surround soundfield with a stereo
signal. Due to the limited localisation resolution of
human hearing [9], no perceptual loss in localisation is
introduced in this process. This approach has the
advantage that the source localisation derived in the
S3AC soundfield analysis directly represents the
location of virtual sources. This source localisation
information can be saved as side information for
further bit reduction, and the stereo signal then reduced
to a monophonic downmix signal [10].
This paper describes a solution that further exploits
source localisation information in S3AC for binaural
reproduction. Human auditory perception of a
localised sound source can be described by a pair of
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) [4]. For a
given HRTF database (e.g. KEMAR HRTFs [11]), the
proposed system (illustrated in Figure 1) derives the
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direction, respectively. Channels a and b are selected
as the two channels rendering a single source, with
multiple sources overlapped in time and frequency
represented by S3AC cues [13].
For the representation of first-order Ambisonics
signal sets, virtual sources are represented (in the
frequency domain) by a scaled version of the Wchannel:
S(k)
W (k)
(3)
while the localisation is derived by:
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Figure 1. S3 AC binaural reproduction system

virtual sound source and its localisation information in
each frequency band from a S3AC stereo downmix (or
mono downmix and S3AC cues), and filters the virtual
source with the HRTFs measured at the same location.
Since the S3AC localisation information directly
represents the angular property of a sound source [8,
10], no additional analysis is required to translate the
S3AC localisation information into angular information
for matching to available HRTFs.
This paper is formatted as follows: Section 2
describes the proposed S3AC binaural reproduction
system; Section 3 presents the evaluation over the
proposed system; Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. System

B(k) = arctan(Y(!:i(k») or
B(k) =

10]. The stereo downmix signal is then formed by
amplitude panning the mono virtual source to its
location in the downmix soundfield:

2.1. S3AC encoding

S(k) = ~A;(k) + A; (k).eqlab

(1)

while its localisation is derived by applying inverse
amplitude panning algorithms:

() (k)
ab

= arctan[

- A (k) . tan(ln (k))]
Aa(k) + Ab(k)
'f'ab
Aa (k)

b

(2)

where Aa(k) and Ab(k) are the magnitude of the two
channels, t/Jab is the phase information, (jJab(k) and
()ab(k) are the channel-bisector azimuth and the source
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where W(k) , X(k) and f(k) are the three B-Format
channels in two dimensional Ambisonics.
For both 5.I-channel and Ambisonics systems, the
derived source localisation is mapped to a downmix
localisation in a 60 0 stereo sound field by a unique
linear mapping criteria such that ()DM (k) = I(()(k)) [8,

YL (k)]
[ fR(k)

The proposed binaural reproduction does not require
any modification to the S3AC encoding process [8].
For both 5.I-channel and Ambisonics signals, S3AC
performs soundfield and virtual source localisation
analysis in the frequency domain [8]. The transform
between the time and frequency domains can be
implemented by existing time-frequency transform
methods, e.g. Pseudo-Quadrature Mirror Filterbanks
(PQMF) or the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
[12]; here an STFT is used. The resulting frequency
bins/bands are re-grouped into perceptual filter bands,
e.g. Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) [12], to
remove perceptual irrelevancy for further processing.
In 5.J-channel signals, for each frequency band k,
one virtual source is derived from a pair of channels a
and b, represented by a mono signal:

arctan(Y(!:i(k») +

(4)

0

= S(k)[tan(60 ) + tan(BDM (k»]
tan(600) -

tan(()DM (k))

(5)

This process effectively creates a stereo soundfield
containing localisation information from the original
surround soundfield by exploiting the localisation
redundancy of human hearing [9]. The stereo downmix
signal can be coded by conventional audio coders e.g.
AAC [12] to further reduce the bit-rate. A mono
downmix can be also created by using the S3AC virtual
source with the localisation information saved as side
information for surround sound recovery [10].

2.2. S3AC binaural decoding
For binaural reproduction, the S3AC frequency
domain virtual sources S(k) and the respective
localisation descriptors fJ(k) are required. This can be
either derived from one of the two following
approaches. In the first, inverse amplitude panning is
applied to the two downmix channels fL(k) and fR(k),
which effectively reverses (5) and re-maps the
localisation to a 360 0 soundfield according to
()(k)

= 1-1 «()DM (k)) [8]. In the second, the source and

localisation information can be directly transmitted in
the mono downmix and S3AC cues [10]. For each
virtual source and frequency bin, the ear entrance
signals can be derived by filtering the virtual source
with the HRTFs measured at the same location. In the
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Figure 2. HRTF Interpolation

proposed system, a virtual source in each frequency
band is filtered separately, which can be described in
the frequency domain, for one frequency band k, by:

(k)] = S(k)[H

L (k, B(k))]
HR(k, B(k))

BL
[ BR(k)

(6)

where BL(k) and BR(k) are the left and right ear
entrance signals; fJ(k) is the azimuth of virtual source
in the kth band; HL(k, fJ(k)) and HR(k, fJ(k)) are the the
kth band of the HRTFs measured at (}(k) for the left
and right ear respectively. This method results in one
pair of ear entrance signals for each frequency domain
virtual source in each perceptual band, while the full
bandwidth signal is assembled from the combined
signals of all bands. This combined signal is then
transformed to time-domain for binaural playback.

2.3. Azimuth interpolation of HRTFs
Due to the limited measurement resolution of the
HRTF databases, HRTF interpolation must be
performed to generate a database with adequate
resolution, especially for dynamic sound sources. For
example, in the KEMAR HRTF database,
measurements were made for every 5 0 in the listening
plane. In [10], the authors confirmed the results of [9]
for S3AC, showing that a resolution of lOin the frontal
plane between ±30° should be employed. Hence the
HRTFs need to be interpolated to a resolution of lOin
that region. In this work, the bilinear interpolation
method [14] was used and simplified to 2D as:
"
C
C
h(n) = (l--() )ha(n)+-(} hb(n)
(7)
()grid

where

hen) is

()grid

the time-domain head-related impulse

(HRlR) of a point located in an arbitrary
aZImuth between two adjacent measurement points a
and b, C(} is the related position and ().
grid is the

re~ponse

original measurement resolution, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
While S3AC spatial cues provide localisation
resolution of lOin the front area [10], this interpolation
process improves the resolution of HRTF database in
S3AC binaural reproduction system so that sufficient
source localisation resolution is achieved. On the sides
and in the rear, the perceptual resolution drops
significantly to approximately 100 and 30 0 respectively

3. Evaluations
The proposed S3AC binaural reproduction system
was evaluated by subjective listening tests. A modified
MUSHRA [15] approach was employed. The original
multi-channel surround audio signals were used as a
reference for evaluating binaurally reproduced S3AC
coded signals. Since there is no perfect transformation
~om a multi-channel signal set to the binaural signals
In terms of both sound quality and localisation no
hidden reference was used in this modified MUSHRA.
Instead, listeners were instructed to directly compare
the audio quality and localisation performance of the
headphone playback versions against the original
multi-channel sounds. A mark out of 100 was then
given to each binaural item according to the guidelines
given in Table 1. Since the KEMAR HRTFs were
recorded without room reflections, this listening test
was conducted in an anechoic chamber to ensure
reverberant-free playback of the multi-channel
references; hence, the multichannel audio and HRTF
filtered headphone versions could be compared by
listeners. Several S3AC conditions were evaluated:
a. Mono: S3AC mono downmix of original multichannel audio with S3AC spatial cues quantised
to approximately 6kbps [10], and binaural
decoded using original KEMAR HRTF database.
b. Stereo: S3AC stereo downmix [10] and binaural
decoded using original KEMAR HRTF database.
c. Interpo: S3AC stereo downmix [10] and binaural
decoded by interpolated KEMAR HRTF database.
Three additional conditions (AAC Mono, AAC Stereo,
AAC Interpo) were also evaluated, where mono/stereo
downmixs in condition a, band c were further coded
by AAC in 64kbps per channel. An anchor signal was
created using a 3.5kHz low-pass filtering of the mono
version of each test signal. Eight test signals listed in
Table 2 were used. All signals were 44.1 kHz 16-bit
PCM signals. Genelec 8020A monitor speakers and
Sennheiser HD250 monitor headphones were used for
the multi-channel and binaural playback respectively.
Eight listeners including both experienced and nonexperienced listeners participated in the tests.
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The results including mean and 95% confidence
intervals are shown in Fig. 3, and are shown separately
for each file tested. The results show that, in
comparison with multi-channel playback, the proposed
S3AC binaural reproduction systems achieves marks
over 80 for most of the test files (i.e. very accurate
localisation with good quality), and over 60 for the
remainder of the test files (i.e. good localisation with
satisfactory quality). Ambisonic files show lower
average marks compared with other files and larger
confidence intervals. It is suggested that this is due to
the more complex soundfields represented by these
files, which contain multiple sources and fast moving
objects, and which led to non-expert listeners finding
difficulties in comparison and marking.
Little improvement is introduced by the HRTF
interpolations, while no significant degradation is
caused by the S3AC quantisation process in the Mono
mode. This indicates a lower localisation resolution
requirement in binaural reproductions when compared
to loudspeaker playback. AAC compression does not
introduce significant perceptual quality loss either.
This proves the backward compatibility of the
proposed approach (by using AAC, S3AC downmixes
can be transmitted and stored by any stereo audio
system) as well as the bit-rate efficiency. The AAC
Mono mode can achieve a bit-rate as low as 70kbps
(64kpbs for mono downmix and 6kbps for S3AC cues),
while headphone playback with very accurate source
localisation and good sound quality can be achieved.

4. Conclusions
S3AC is an efficient spatial audio compression
approach based on soundfield analysis and squeezing.
A binaural reproduction approach for S3AC has been
presented. This approach utilises the S3AC frequency
domain virtual source and localisation information for
HRTF filtering to generate localised binaural signals
from S3AC compressed spatial audio signals. No
additional complexity is required to transform S3AC
source localisation information to the HRTF domain.
Subjective evaluation of the S3AC binaural
reproduction system showed that, in comparison with
the original multi-channel loudspeaker playback, the
approach achieves accurate source localisation as well
as good sound quality over headphones. A bit-rate as
low as 70kbps can be used by the proposed system for
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Figure 3. Listening test results for each of the 8 test files.

transmission with no noticeable perceptual distortion
introduced in comparison with higher bit-rates.
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